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"Like most people, I have more questions,
than I do answers. For example: One of my
personal questions is why do I feel closer
to art created by cave painters of 20,000
years ago, than I do the Post-Modern Art
of today.?"
My 'subject matter' is the female form;
even when I throw pottery, to me, the
shapes that occur, in clay, remain the
same. Moreover, this particular subject
matter grants me permission to 'wonder',
about everything in life, without, ever
coming up with a final answer.
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OFRENDA
INVITATIONAL
HESS

COMING UP

Day of the Dead Festival
Celebracion Del Dia De Los Muertos!
Saturday, Nov 3 11am-4pm
Members of the community and artists
have been invited to create Ofrendas
Projects exploring culturally significant
at the Buchanan Art Center to help
traditions will be available for multiple age
celebrate Day of the Dead.
ranges. Most activities will be free, some
will have a nominal fee of $1-$3 for
The Day of the Dead is a tradition dating
materials.
from pre-Columbian times in the area now
known as Mexico.
An Ofrenda is an intentionally prepared
BAC All Members' Show
and created space filled with
'On a Whim'
representations of or items that were
significant to the person the altar is for. Prospectus available at BAC or by request
The displays celebrate the lives of
through email.
deceased
family and friends.
Drop off
Nov 18th 1-4
A Ofrenda de La Communidad or
Nov 19th 10-5
Community Altar will be installed.
Nov 21st - Jan 5th
Community members, neighbors, and
guests are encouraged to bring copies of
Reception
photos of loved ones that have passed to
Sunday Dec 2nd 2-4
be included in the Ofrenda.

SHOWPLACE

Jeremy is a self-taught artist/ illustrator
living in Elkhart, Indiana. His work is all
hand drawn, and primarily done digitally.
He loves to work in many different styles
and sometimes incorporates different
styles into one piece. Even though he
works digitally, his goal is to produce
artwork that doesn't appear to be digital
at all and he loves to use textured and
grungy elements. For him, the artistic
process is highly personal and is
predominantly based on his faith.

JEREMY STOUT
DIGITAL
ILLUSTRATION

